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Abstract
The Wide Field Imager (WFI) on Athena X-ray observatory is a detector system which
will include on-board processing algorithms designed to reduce the particle background [1].
In this project, I make use of the unsupervised learning algorithm and deep learning method
to identify and eliminate the background. The algorithms in this project are tested on images
generated from GEANT4 and SIXTE simulated datasets, which shows that machine learning
methods are effective in distinguishing between photon-induced and proton-induced patterns
on the detector.
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Introduction:

Athena (Advanced Telescope for High Energy Astrophysics), European Space Agency’s next
large X-ray observatory, is scheduled to be launched in the early 2030s, which will explore the
hot and energetic universe using two selectable focal plane instruments [2]. The Wide Field
Imager (WFI) [1], which is one of two instruments, is a detector with 450µm depletion layer
and will provide high spatial resolution imaging in the 0.2-15 keV energy band over a wide,
40 ∗ 40 square arcminute field-of-view. As the primary science goals of the WFI are sensitive
to the total level of instrumental background, it is required to reduce the instrumental background level of the WFI. As part of the U.S. contribution to the WFI, the Science Products
Module (SPM), a secondary CPU, will reduce the ATHENA WFI particle background level by
improving background rejection on board, considering that full frame pixel data is produced at
a rate which is much too rapid to telemeter all the pixels to the ground.
The main component of the instrumental background is generated by high energy protons
(with E > 100M eV ) that produce secondaries along their way by depositing some of their energy. The secondaries of the unfocused component detected by the WFI are hard to distinguish
from X-ray events from celestial sources.
In this project, my main goal is to reduce the WFI background by using machine learning
methods. The input to my algorithm is a 500 by 500 grayscale image, where the value of each
pixel represents its energy. I then use DBSCAN (an unsupervised algorithm) to cluster the
nonzero pixels and use neural network to identify if each cluster includes a photon. The final
output is a processed 500 by 500 image where the background has been eliminated.
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Related work

There are some existing works to understand, model, and reduce the WFI background with
classical algorithms without using deep learning method. One of the approaches is to reject hits
which are next to a pixel whose deposited energy is more than 15 keV [2, 3, 4]. The reasoning
behind this threshold is that energy deposits above 15 keV are much more likely to originate
from particles than from photons. And secondary particles produced by such a high energetic
primary tend to be close to the primary which produced them. Another approach is to study
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spacial correlations between particle events and photon events, which is helpful to improve the
rejection of particle background events [3, 5]. What’s more, in Ref. [3, 6], each event is assigned
a grade based on the 3 by 3 pattern of pixels above a threshold using ASCA grading scheme.
Events with grades ≤ 12 are flagged to be photon events and events with grades > 12 are
considered as particle events.
In summary, these existing works all tried to find features manually to distinguish between
particles and X-ray photons. In contrast, my project aims to discover features using deep learning neural network, which is the main difference.
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Dataset and Features

The data I analyze are from GEANT4 [7] simulated WFI particle background data and SIXTE
[8] simulated X-ray data. GEANT4 simulates particles through the telescope and records how
they interact with the detector. SIXTE simulates the X-ray detected and the interaction with
the detector.
An input sample to DBSCAN records the energy levels of the pixels on the detector in one
frame, which is a 500 by 500 grayscale image. Fig. 1 shows some typical patterns of photons
and particles. The color of each pixel represents its energy level. In the real case, there are
many such patterns on the detector in each frame and it is also possible that multiple events
overlap each other. For example, the left panel of Fig. 4 is an input sample to DBSCAN.

Figure 1: The upper three figures are examples of photons. The lower three figures are examples
of particles.
For the neural network, each input sample is a single-cluster grayscale image, which is a 50
by 50 matrix. I create 10000 train samples and 6000 validation samples by combining events
from GEANT4 and SIXTE databases randomly. Each created sample is checked by DBSCAN
whether it contains only one cluster and the sample will be discarded if not. Each sample may
contain 0 − 1 photon and 0 − 2 particles, considering the probability that more events form a
cluster in one frame is neglectable in the real case. A sample will be labeled as 1 if it contains
a photon, and 0 otherwise. Fig. 2 shows some examples.
Before sending the single-cluster figures into the neural network, I map every pixel value
through the Heaviside step function. In other words, I assign a constant value to every non-zero
pixel. This preprocessing is very useful because it turns out that the prediction accuracy becomes more than 99% in this case, while the prediction accuracy will be only about 70% if the
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Figure 2: Three samples of the train set.
neural network runs on the single-cluster figures directly. The intuitive reason for this is that
the energy of a photon is most probably much weaker than that of a particle, which results in
that the neural network does not ”pay much attention” to photon pixels.
The feature in the algorithm is just the original input.
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Methods:

In this project, I use DBSCAN, an unsupervised learning algorithm, to cluster the activated
pixels, and use deep learning algorithm to identify whether each cluster contains photons or not.

4.1

DBSCAN

The ultimate goal of this project is to identify whether each activated pixel belongs to a
photon or a particle. But it is not practical to run a neural network on the whole detector
image. The goal of this section is to cluster the activated pixels based on their connectivity,
where each cluster will be processed by the neural network in the next section.
After comparing several unsupervised learning algorithms, I found that DBSCAN (Densitybased spatial clustering of applications with noise) algorithm [9, 10] is best suited for our
problem. The basic idea of DBSCAN is that every point in a cluster should have several nearby
neighbors that also belong to this cluster. DBSCAN has two parameters: , which is the radius
for each point to search for its nearby neighbors, and minP ts, which is the minimum number of
points within the radius for a point to be considered as a core point. The procedure of DBSCAN
is as follows:
1. Classify each data point: Core point: A point that has at least minP ts neighbor points
within its  radius. Border point: A point within the  radius of a core point but has less
than minP ts other points within its own  radius. Noise point: A point that is neither a core
point or a border point. Fig. 3 is an example.

Figure 3: A is a core point. B and C are border points. N is a noise point.
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2. If one data point is within the  radius of a core point, these two points are considered
directly density-reachable. Larger clusters are formed when directly density-reachable points
are chained together.

4.2

Deep Learning

After the preprocessing mentioned above, the input (50 by 50 matrix) will be processed by
the neural network [11, 12].
The first layer of this neural network transforms the images from a matrix (of 50 by 50
pixels), to a 1d-array of 50 ∗ 50 = 2500 elements.
After the inputs are flattened, the network consists of a sequence of two fully-connected
neural layers. The first fully-connected layer is a 256-nodes Relu layer. The second (and last)
layer is a single-node sigmoid layer which returns the probability that the label of this figure is
1. This process can be expressed as equations:
a[1] = max{0, W [1]T xf lat }
p(y = 1) =

1
1 + exp(−W [2]T a[1] )

(1)
(2)

The final prediction accuracy of the network on the validation set is 99.1%.
What’s more, I have also tried CNN network. But the accuracy is only about 50%, which
is much poorer than the fully-connected network.
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Experiment:

In my experiment, for DBSCAN, I set  = 3 and minP ts = 3, in which case the algorithm
clusters activated pixels pretty well.
I created 1000 500 by 500 detector images from GEANT4 and SIXTE databases randomly
for test, each of which includes 50 particle events and 50 X-ray events (left panel of Fig. 4 as an
example). After processing the images using DBSCAN and the deep learning neural network,
I reject the clusters whose predicted labels are smaller than 0.5. The clusters whose labels are
greater than 0.5 are kept in order to ensure the X-ray information not lost.
In order to evaluate the error of my algorithm, I compare each processed image with the
corresponding perfect image (generated together with the test set, but no particle included).
The performance metric in this project is defined as:
metric =

Noutput only + Nperf ect only
,
Nperf ect

(3)

where Noutput only , Nperf ect only represent the number of non-zero pixels only in the processed
image and the perfect image, respectively, Nperf ect represents the number of non-zero pixels
in the perfect image. The simulation turns out that the average of the metric over 1000 test
samples is equal to 97.2%.
For the purpose of giving an example, Fig. 4 shows a image before processing (the left
panel) and after processing (the right panel). Compare these two images carefully, one can see
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that all particle tracks far away from X-ray photons are eliminated perfectly, and all photons
away from particles are kept. However, if a photon overlaps with a particle, it will be possible
for the algorithm to make a mistake. That is, they may be discarded together rather than kept.

Figure 4: The left panel shows the image before processing, the right panel shows the image
after processing.
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Conclusion and Future work:

In summary, I use DBSCAN unsupervised learning algorithm to divide the raw image into
clusters for the convenience of later processing. Then I use deep learning neural network to
predict whether a cluster includes useful information and reject useless ones. The experiment
shows that my algorithm performs very well on simulated data.
One natural future work is to run my algorithm on real data collected by other satellites.
What’s more, in my project, I do not modify clusters containing both particles and photons,
for the sake of not losing X-ray information. Therefore, one another possible future work is to
deal with those clusters very carefully to eliminate particle noises while keeping photons.
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Code
https://github.com/Max-Snow/Reducing-Athena-particle-background
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